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Year-end is quickly approaching!  In addition to planning
repairs & preventative maintenance, many of you are also
budgeting for next year.  Please do not hesitate to call me to
discuss how Pyramid Tubular Technologies can help.  Tony &
I are travelling to evaluate equipment on-site with customers
over the next several months, please let us know when we can
stop in to meet you.

Spare Parts

We maintain an extensive inventory of commonly needed parts and also manufacture custom
replacement parts to order.  We provide bearings & rails, collets & fingers, valves & seals, drives &
motors, as well as many other component parts.  Our Machine Shop can build your new spindle or
mandrel rod to your specifications, and with a faster lead time than typical equipment suppliers.  
 
Spare parts can be shipped for installation by your in-house maintenance team, or combined with a
Service Call for installation by one of Pyramid's experts. Our Inside Sales & Service Manager,
Jamie Retsel, has over 16 years of experience with tube benders and tube forming equipment.
 Having painted, built, serviced, and purchased all of the components for tube forming equipment,
his expertise is invaluable when replacement parts are needed and he is always happy to help.

Meet Jamie                                                Learn More    
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Purchasing New Tube Bending Equipment
 
Companies considering the purchase of tube bending equipment have a variety of options.  You
want to give special attention to details, so it is important to research your needs and the
equipment available.  I'd like to share some industry experience regarding some of the more popular
options available for tube bending, the benefits, limitations, cost and applications.
 
For the Customer New to Bending:
Before any decision can be made, a purchaser must understand the basics of tube bending. We
will look at the required physical information about the part.  The proposed machinery must have
the physical and technical characteristics required to bend the part.
 
The major factors influencing this are:

Outside Diameter (OD) 
Wall Thickness
Bending Radius (usually measured from tube center line)
Material
Part Configuration
Bend quality required
Degree of bend "angle"
Distance between bends "length", "feed", or "position"
Plane of bend, "twist", "rotation", or "orientation"
Stack Die Requirements

 It is imperative to understand what must be controlled in order to select the proper equipment.
  
BENDING METHODS
 
There are various categories of tube bending equipment available on the market today. It is
important to pay particular attention to required bending data and apply that knowledge to what is
available. Tube bending solutions, when approached methodically, can be obvious and profitable.
 
We define a CNC bender as a self-sequencing tube bending machine. "Computer Numeric

Controlled" (CNC) tube benders were developed to circumvent the
problems associated with all other methods. Modern computer
technology linked with servo-mechanical control offers an excellent
method for controlling the various bending axis.  CNC bender
mechanics operate very similarly to the other methods. The difference
is that servo drives control the distance between bend and plane of
bend. Tooling movement and sequencing, part data storage, and other
items are controlled by the computer automatically.   The operator
loads the machine with a tube, actuates the start button, the machine

bends the part, the operator removes it, actuates the return sequence and repeats the operation. 
 

PYRAMID CNC TUBE BENDING vs. MANUAL BENDERS

 

Advantages Disadvantages

a: Maximum accuracy and repeatability a: Capital expenditure

b: Low labor input for production sequences b: Requires operator computer familiarity

c: High degree of control  

d: Quick change-over  

e: Versatility  

f: Complex part capability  

 



 
Other operations, such as trimming, hose crimping, end
forming, "T" branching and many other secondary operations
can be incorporated in this style equipment. Part transfer
and orientation associated with holes, "T" branches,
brackets, and fitting locations can become integral with the
bending operation. Custom machines are generally built by
custom machine builders and engineering firms. Pyramid
Tube has fabricating expertise as well as the mechanical
and design ability to make it a reality.
 
Justification
Justifying tube bending equipment is unique to each company. While Pyramid Tube can provide
relevant information about the machinery, we cannot complete the justification procedure in its
entirety.  Operations personnel who are to "live with it every day" can provide invaluable insight into
which equipment will benefit production most.  Justification procedures should be approached as a
"team effort".
 
If you would like more information on purchasing or justifying a new bender, please
contact Patrick Retsel as soon as possible!
 
 

Patrick D. Retsel
President

Office 810-732-6335
Fax:  810-236-8773
Cell:  248-722-1013

patr@pyramidtube.com

Team Member Spotlight
Dave Heap
Electrical Supervisor
 
Dave has over 20 years experience in the electrical field and has been
working with tube benders since 2003. Dave is a veteran of the United
States Navy.         



Pyramid News

Pyramid Tube shipped our latest PT4000 All Electric machine last month! 

Multi-Axis CNC tube bender capable of bending up to 4" OD stainless steel with .185" wall
BendPro G2 control system for multi-axis, single stack CNC bender
High-torque, high-speed, direct-drive, electric bend-head
Servo-hydraulic, direct-acting pressure die for quick setup and
time saving coordinated bender cycle sequencing
Servo-hydraulic follower for quick setup and time saving
coordination bender cycle sequencing
Programmable hydraulic pressure for the pressure die,
follower, and clamp on DAC
Servo-hydraulic, direct-acting, or bang-bang drop away bend arm
Y-axis "Push Lite" capable of producing 4,000 lbs of push

This is the 2nd of an identical pair of machines for an international automotive supplier.  After our
experts install these machines on location in January, they'll run production 3 shifts/day.
 Additionally, Pyramid was able to work with this customer to reduce cycle time, provide additional
training and support, and to stock their tool room with spare parts for these machines.

See the PT4000 Bender Run Here:

PT 4000 - 4" All Electric Tube Bender Front View
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Give us a call today!

Other Services

Pyramid Tube builds and services newly built Pyramid Benders, as
well as existing benders from other manufacturers such as Eaton
Leonard, AddisonMcKee, Pines, Schwarze-Robitec, Adaptive Motion
and several others.  Our team has experience designing, building,
and repairing nearly all tube forming & fabricating equipment.  Please
request a quote today for debundlers, auto-loaders, end formers,
tooling, or any other specialty equipment.  You'll work directly with
experienced engineering and design personnel to develop the
ideal equipment for your business.
 
Request More Information

Patrick D. Retsel                                    
President
Office 810-732-6335
Fax:  810-236-8773
Cell:  248-722-1013
patr@pyramidtube.com

Pyramid Tubular Technologies is a full service
provider and original equipment manufacturer
in the CNC tube bender and end-former
industry.
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